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ENTRANCE CHANNEL INFLUENCE ON THE FORMATION 
AND DECAY OF HOT NUCLEI. 

S.HARAR 
Service de Physique Nucléaire à Basse Energie, C.E.N. Saclay, 

91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, France 

Different entrance channels have been investigated to form very hot nuclei and 
to study their decay properties, i) Argon and Nickel projectiles accelerated around 
the Fermi energy show that central collisions induce momentum transfers to target 
nuclei which are proportional to the mass of the projectile and not to its velocities 
in the studied energy range. The preequilibrium model fits nicely the experimental results. 
The decay properties of the fission products for hot nuclei will be presented. Both head-on 
collisions and peripheral massive transfers contribute to the formation of very excited 
nuclei. The question of the influence of the energy deposit in the composite like system 
in limiting their yields is discussed. 
ii) Investigations have been also achieved with alpha projectiles at much higher incident 
energy (around 1 GeV/u). It is shown that hot and thermalized nuclei are also formed 
even when the nucleon-nucleon collisions are predominant. A sensitive parameter of 
the transition from binary fission to multifragmentation seems to be the energy deposit 
in the target residues rather than the projectile velocity. 

The whole work I report on, has been achieved by a group of physicists working on 
this subject since several years l \ I aknowledge Y. Cassagnou, M. Conjeaud, R. Dayras, 
R. Legrain, M. Mostefai, E.C. Pollacco and C. Volant (D.Ph.N/BE, Saclay) and G. Klotz-
EngâCmann, H. Oeschler (T.H. Darmstadt). Without the contribution of each of them, 
this paper would not have been presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Nucleus-Nucleus collisions in the Fermi energy range have been investigated in 

order to determine the maximum momentum and energy which can be transferred to 
a composite-like-nucleus. The influence of entrance channel conditions on the production 
yields of very hot nuclei have been studied as well as their decay properties. Alpha 
projectiles at relativistic energies have been used in order to fix their specificity on 
formation and decay properties of hot nuclei. 

Heavy ion induced fission below 100MeV/u have been achieved at Ganil using the 
angular correlation method between fission fragments (FF) to determine linear momentum 
transfers (LMT). At every correlated angle (0pF)> ( p F ) velocities and energies were 
measured and masses deduced. Kinematical calculations performed on the basis of an 
event-by-event analysis allow to fix both parallel and perpendicular components of 
the fissionning recoil velocities, as well as the relative velocities (Vpp) of the fragments. 
Measurements were achieved, using 2 3 2 T h , 1 9 7 A u and 1 6 5 H o targets and the set-up 
which have been described in detail elsewhere D. 



Alpha induced fission between 70 MeV/u and 1150 MeV/u has been studied at Saturne 

with similar experimental conditions. 

2. L.M.T. SYSI£MATICS AROUND THE FERMI ENERGY. 
Depending of the impact parameter, a broad distribution of LMT is reached in nucleus-

nucleus collisions as iUustrated in fig. 1 for Ar and Ni induced fission on 232TH a t several 

incident energies. The peak at large 9 ff (low p f f) is interpreted as due to peripheral 

reactions and the one at small 8 ff (high p„) to central collisions. In this contribution 

we will focus the discussion only on the high LMT properties. 
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e main ea ures are t e o owing : 
. Saturation of the total LMT for a given projectile whatever the incident energy. 
. Scaling of LMT with the mass of the projectile (2.5 GeV/c, 7 GeV/c, 9.5-GeV/c 

for 1 4 N , 4 0 Ar jpd 5 8 N i respectively). 
. Saturation values indépendant of the target nuclei (for Ho, Au and Th). 
. Cross sections decrease with incident energies and the bump smeared out at 

44 MeV/u Ar on all three targets. However a careful analysis of the events located 
in this high LMT region correspond to fissionning nuclei with temperature higher than 
at the lower incident energies and consequently the temperature of the fissionning nuclei 
seems not to be the key parameter for the disappearance of the bump. Furthermore 
the velocity is not critical since the 1 4 N induced fission at 60 MeV/u shows a shoulder 
corresponding to central collisions which disappears at 250 MeV/u (fig.2). 

Qualitatively the momentum saturation and its scaling with projectile masses indicate 
that these features are not from a geometrical effect corresponding to an incomplete 
overlap of both projectile and target, but rather to head on collisions where each 
projectile nucléon transfers in average a limiting amount of momentum. 
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Fig. 2 - In plane angular correlations of the HN+ 2 3 2 Th at 60 and 250 MeV/u. Data at 
30 MeV/u are from ref. 18. 



We perform an analysis of our data in the framework of the exciton model 2 \ for 
which the equilibration between relative motion and intrinsic excitation is achieved 
by n-n scattering and particle emission in the continuum. Rates of the two body scattering 
are from 0~ n_ n .values taking into account the Pauli principle. This model fits fairly well 
the spectra of preequilibrated nuc. or.r in many cases and then give a reasonable 
representation of the nucleonic cascade. Calculations were achieved by using an exciton 
number equal to the projectile mass number A p ; in order to study the sensitivity to 
this hypothesis, we performed calculations with (Ap+3) which does not affect significantly 
the LMT and increases excitation energies by 5%. The choice of binding energies is 
also difficult since an unknowm mass region is reached in the present reactions ; 
nevertheless variation of ^ 2 MeV on proton and neutron binding energies affect the 
LMT and excitation energies only by a few per cent. Comparison between experimental 
LMT values and exciton model predictions are presented in Table 1 for different systems 
and incident energies. One notices that the LMT saturation, the projectile mass scaling 
and the rather weak influence of the target observed experimentally are fairly well 
predicted : these results emphasized the role of the two body dissipation and especially 
the importance of the coupling between relative and Fermi motions in target, projectile 
or transcient nuclei 3). 

Table 1 - Comparison of experimental average LMT for différents systems and incident 
energies and predictions from the exciton model. Projectile mass capture is indicated 
after preequilibrium emission. 
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The well-known plot P/P 0

 4 ' of the LMT for central collisions on incident momentum 

versus the beam velocity presented in fig. 3 gives in the present energy domain mainly 

one information, ie, the fixed amount of LMT as (180 MeV/c) * Ap (projectile-mass) ; 

however this value is the average over an LMT distribution. 
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-Fig. 3 - Average momentum transfer for central collisions on projectile momentum versus 
the square root of the incident energy per nucléon above the Coulcmb barrier. The dotted 
area is obtained assuming that each projectile nucléon can transferred 180 MeV/c to 
target nuclei at all incident energies above 15 MeV/u. The dotted dashed line are the 
exciton model predictions as in table 1. 

The second main feature we want to discuss now is the disappearance of the bump 

at 44 MeV/u on all studied targets. As we mentionned previously, high LMT events form 

a monotonie trend of the angular correlation, but they correspond to higher temperature 

fissionning nuclei than at lower energies when the bump is still observed. This indicates 

that the excitation energies of the composite-like-nuclei reached after preequilibrium 

emission are not responsable of this effect. Then a critical temperature in not yet reached 

since a significant amount of cross sections is still present. Alternatively, we suggest 

the coexistence of two reaction mechanisms in feeding the high LMT region. Depending 

of the impact parameter, a broad distribution of hot recoiling nuclei are formed which 

might be indiscernable in the LMT and excitation energies global features. R. Dayras 

5) performed a calculation based on an extended version of the abrasion-ablation model 

taking into account the kinematical effect of separation energies from the overlapping 

region between target and projectile. For the Ar+Th system at 31 MeV/u, the massive 

transfer dominates up to the impact parameter corresponding to the overlap between 



target and projectile and no abrasion is predicted for this particular case. If each LMT 

(ie, 0 f f ) corresponds to a definite mass transfer from projectile to target, then a cross 

section distribution can be derived from the model and is presented on fig. 4. The vertical 

line labelled (GF) corresponds to a cross section from the complete overlap of both 

target and projectile. This concentration of events is localized at 9.2 GeV/c in this 

case which is shifted towards 7 GeV/c by preequilibrium emission of nucléons. In this 

framework, the region where is located the bump is fed by two different mechanisms. 

The experimental angular correlation has been transformed in the center of mass of 

the fissionning nuclei in order to present a qualitative comparison between experiment 

and calculation as shewn in fig. 4. 
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-Fig. 4 - In plane angular correlation of the 4 0 A r + 2 3 2 T h at 31 MeV/u in the lab. system 
(open symbols) for data and dashed line to guide eye), in the cm system (dark symbols and 
solid line). The dotted-dashed line is a calculation as described in the text. 

i M*3. FORMATION AND DECAY-PROPERTIES OF HOT NUCLEI. 

3.1 Energy deposit. 
The exciton model gives a fair prediction of average LMT of all studied systems. 

After preequilibrium emission, which happens around t~5 .10~ 2 2 sec 2 \ the nuclei reach 

the equilibration and decay via statistical emission of nucléons. The model gives also 

the masses and excitation energies as presented in Table 2. Assuming that each 

evaporated nucléons carry away 12 MeV total energies, we can deduced residual masses 

which are compared to the experimental values in the last two columns (Table 2). The 

fair agreement on both P// and excitation energies give some confidence on the 

consistency of these calculations. 



a e - ompanson etween t e experimental data or central collisions ana tne results 
of the exciton model for the 4 0 Ar, 58NÏ and 1 4 N • 2 3 2 T h systems. 

^^ E1 '. "cm *XLK c lexp "exp "c.U 

HeV/u GeV/c aw MeV HeV/u GeV/e a*u «au 

»»Ar • »»Th 31 7.4 262 640 2.45 7. 210 209 
35 7-5. 260 700 2.70 7. 203 202 
39 7.5 258 755 2.93 7. 196 195 
44 7.6 256 818 3.2 - 193 188 

*»M1 • *»Th 20 9.8 283 553 1.95 9.5 233 237 
25 10.2 27» 670 2.4 9.5 222 223 
30 10.4 275 772 2.8 "9.5 203 210 

««•M • *"TH 60 2.5 237 419 1.77 2.4 205 202 
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TIM 
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"calc 

: Incident energy per nucléon. 

: Calculated linear momentum Imparted to the composite like nuclei after the pre-

equilibrium stage. 

: Calculated residual «asses in the composite like nuclei after the preequilibra-

tion time evaluated to be - 5-6 « 10*"s. 

: Calculated remaining excitation energies in the composite like nuclei after pre» 

equilibrium emission. 

: Cacitation energies per nucléon of the composite like nuclei : t • C'CIM^IIN* 

Average experimental momentum transfer at the CC bump. 
Sum of the two detected fragment masses for the central collisions. k°Ar and l"H 
results are from ref . [ l ] and ref.[9] respectively. The absolute scale for the 
present S'N1 data is accurate within < M . 

Calculated residual masses assuming that the evaporation from the composite
like-nuclei i\m» EJL„) removes 12 MeV per nucléon. To be compared to the expe
rimental values H „ -

exp 

From these comparison, we can notice : 
a) The energy loss ratio in preequilibrium emission versus the projectile velocity 

is almost linear whatever the systems fig. 5. This trend is related to the predominant 

n-n collisions in order to reach equilibrium. Then this result implies that at given velocity 

the energy deposited in a nuclei is proportional to the projectile mass. Furthermore 

the amount of energy deposited in nuclei increases with incident energy even at constant 

LMT values. 

b) At a given velocity and for a given projectile, the energy deposited in a target 
nucleus is roughly indépendant (within few per cent) of its mass, then the temperature 
reached in light target is higher than for heavier ones. This is illustrated in fig. 6, showing 
the temperatures versus masses of composite-like-nuclei. The critical temperature 
limit performed by Levit und Bonche 6) which presents a decreasing patterns with mass, 
due to Coulomb instability at high temperature fits nicely the data presented here and 



in previous articles7'. But we think that this fit is fortuitous since the experimental 
values are fixed so far by entrance channel conditions and not by nucleus properties. 
Probably critical temperatures are located at higher values anc this result has â 
consequence on-the choice of the parameter which controls the stiffness of the equation 
of state 6 *. 
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Fig. 5 - Percent energy loss versus relative velocity from calculated results as described 
in the text. 
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An interesting feature is the excitation functions of the peripheral and central 
collisions for different systems which are presented in Table 3 ;the estimation of the 
absolute cross_sections was obtained from single measurements assuming a 1/sin 9cm 
shape for the angular distributions. The relative cross section of the peripheral (0 to 
4 GeV/c) and central (larger than 4 GeV/c) collisions were estimated from the coincidence 
rates. The uncertainty on absolute scale is estimated to ±15 - 20 % ; but the relative 
variations of the cross sections versus energy for each component is more accurate. 
Reaction cross sections have been calculated using the optical model parameters which 
fits the elastic scattering of the 4 0 A r + 208pb a t 44 MeV/u 8K 

Table 3 - Estimated cross sections for peripheral (PC) and central (CC) collisions for 
différents systems and incident energies. Prediction of reaction cross sections 
from optical model calculations ( <TR) are also indicated. 

Systems E/u 
(MeV/j) 

0 pc 
(mb) 

0 cc 
(mb) 

ope* occ 
(mh) 

0 g om 
(mb) 

Ar+Th 31 3200 9S0 4150 3700 
35 30S0 7S0 3S00 3900 
39 3100 M 0 3740 40(0 
44 34(0 410 3940 4210 

«4 2S0 

31 3(0 
44 ISO 

20 2310 1320 3700 4930 
2$ 2490 1040 3530 5220 
30 2490 740 3230 5400 

Ar+Au 

Ar* He 

N i * T h 

N i * Ho 30 100 350 4910 

N * T h «0 30(0 1090 4150 3700 

N * A u ( 0 700 3410 

N * Ho ( 0 SO 3200 



The cross sections of the central collision bump is plotted versus excitation energy 

per nucléon of the composite-like-nuclei, as calculated by the exciton model for different 

entrance channels fig. 7. All the data display in a nice monotonie trend showing the 

important ro!e_played by £ * in fixing the production yield of hot nuclei. Nevertheless 

at 3.2 MeV, several hundred mb are still there, and the critical temperature corresponding 

toO*—»o is around £*'/-s/ 4 MeV if the trend keeps the same slope. However the bump 

disappears well belo.v such critical temperature of the composite-like-nuclei. In the 

framework of two main processes involved in the high LIMT region, one notices that 
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Fig. 7 - Cross sections for central collisions (P//> 4 GeV/c) versus the excitation energies 
derived from the exciton model. Line is just to guide the eye. 

head-on collisions correspond to a more violent process than massive transfer to reach 
the sam«> excited nuclei. In fact at 44 MeV/u Ar, 1500 MeV energy are available in the 
entrance channel and about 850 MeV are deposited in nuclei for the LMT range of interest. 
However such energy transfer can be achieved by massive transfer in a more gentle 
process. Then the disappearance of the bump might be the signature of a critical 
phenomenon happening in the first step of the collisions. Some speculations can be 
suggested, ie, compressional effect which can induce multi-fragmentation at low 
temperature^, or the disappearance of one body dissipation, or a local hot zone which 
explodes before the nuclei reaches an equilibrium level etc. More data are required 
to understand this phenomenon. 



4. ALPHA PARTICLES TO FORM HOT NUCLEI 

4.1. Selection of high LMT 

Alpha particle induced fission allow to study hot nuclei with much less angular 

momenta than-heavy ions. Nevertheless the low recoil momenta prevent to observe 

separated peaks for peripheral and central collisions as in heavy ions. But, in fact this 

difficulty might be overcome by choosing target nuclei with high fission barrier selecting 

the highest LMT values. This technics is illustrated on fig. 11 for different incident 

energies. Yields for the highest LMT are orders of magnitude lower than those 

corresponding to peripheral collisions, nevertheless, the present experimental conditions 

allow to study the whole LMT distributions. Each event has been converted into a p , . 

scale taking into account the measured fragment velocities and correlation angles ; 
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no correction for particle evaporation has been achieved. These experiments give some 
insight on the highest LMT with less constraint than heavy ion projectile, on excitation 
energies and angular momenta. In fact, at 70 MeV/u, LMT on Ho selects nearly the 
full LMT, with-«-cross section of few mb. Increasing the incident energy populates higher 
LMT even with very low yield ; however the average value does not change significantly 
for Au and Ho target nuclei. 

The average value p., ere plotted on fig. 12, versus the incident energy ; the data 
points corresponding to Th target are not reliable in the present discussion since, two 
main processes (peripheral and central collisions) are mixed. Nevertheless, high fission 
barrier allows to select central collisions in Au target as checked with intra nuclear 
cascade calculations13^ for impact parameters lower than 5 fm which fits fairly well 
the momentum distribution at Ei/u > 250MeV/u. 

The most probable LMT for Au and Ho are 250 MeV/c and 300 MeV/c per projectile 
nucléon respectively showing than dynamically a whole LMT distribution is formed. 
In heavy ion data, one can hardly observes such distribution since the angular momenta 
14) washed out fission barrier effect. 

The evolution of fission cross section with incident energies, for different systems 
is presented on fig. 13. The strong variation observed for these excitation functions 
asks for refined modes which are not presently available, before a detailed discussion 
will be completed. 

3.2. Towards multifragmentation 
At 70 and 250 MeV/u the mass distributions of the fission fragments exhibit a 

gaussian shape and velocity spectra located around 1.18 cm/ns as expected from normal 
fission. At 800 MeV/u, these observables follow quite different behaviour14^ since the 
mass distribution extends down towards 10 u mass fragment as illustrated in fig. 14. 
In oi induced fission there is no ambiguity as with heavier ions on the origin of these 
fragment : they are from the target disintegration. The p + Au reaction15) at 1 GeV 
does not exhibit such mass distribution fig. 14. This suggest that the energy deposit 
is an important parameter in inducing such phenomenon since at 1000 MeV p + Au and 
250 MeV/u C(+ Au reaction, the excitation energies are in both cases around 200 MeV. 

At 800 MeV/u ^+ Au, the energy deposit reach 500 MeV, which overcomes the 
threshold at which this feature appears. The corresponding velocity spectra fig. 15 shows 
a distribution up to 3.5 cm/ns and when selecting events with V__ > 2.5 cm/us (normal 
fission values) one observes an asymmetric mass spectrum peaked around A ^30 u with 
a decreasing yield up to 100 u fig. 15a. This velocity window corresponds to out-of-plane 
events wich are scattered uniformly in space in contrary with the space localisation 
when selecting binary fission events fig. 15b. 



The event by event analysis allowed to construct the (FF) recoil properties related 
to different bins of momentum transfers, as illustrated in fig. 8 for peripheral, 
intermediate and. central collisions. At low LMT (FF) velocities are located at a value 
compatible with the Viola systematics10* as expected from the normal fission, and the 
mass has a gaussian shape and a width around 50 u which is representing the influence 
of both temperature and angular momentum at the saddle point. When the violence 
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Fig. 8 - a) Relative velocity spectra of fission fragments. 
b) Mass spectra of one fission fragment. 
c) Sum of the mass fragments. All these data are displayed for three conditions 

of fissionning nucleus recoil velocities corresponding to peripheral, intermediate and 
central collisions. Arrows indicate the Viola systematic location. 

of the collisions increases leading to hot nuclei, (FF) velocities shifted towards higher 
values with a tail reaching unusual region for a normal fission a well as a wide mass 
distribution (r /v95u) which cannot be explained by nucléon evaporation (In fact the 
code lilita 1 1) gives a value of 25 u for the spreading mass of a fragment with A ŷ 130 
and excitation energy of 300 MeV). However this experimental trend can be qualitatively 
explained by a model «Jevelopped by Delagrange^) which performs a dynamical evolution 
of a system after the preequilibrium emission. The fast fission trajectory is mapped 
fig. 9, in the variables R which is the radial distance between the two partners and 
the ordinate which is the mass asymmetry. Emitted particles are indicated along the 



path. If we assume that the system decay by fission in a compact configuration R/%/12 
fermi, then one fits both the large mass asymmetry and relative recoil velocity obtained 
experimentally. 

. Fig. 9 - Fast fission trajectory 
mapped in mass asymetry and 
radial distance degrees of freedom. 
The number 1 correspond to 10~ 2 1 

sec and each number to 1/10 of 
10 2lsec. Particule evaporation 
along the path are indicated. 

RADIAL DISTANCE Km) 

The square of the variance of the mass distribution is presented for several systems 
in fig. 10 as a function of the temperature of nuclei after preequilibrium emission. No 
correction is performed for particle evaporation since we don't know at what temperature 
the fission occurs. Nevertheless, the comparison between the data and the dynamical 
treatment as suggested by Delagrange et al. could be achieved and allowed to set the 
conditions for which hot nuclei are fissionning. 
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evaporation correction performed as discussed in the text. Dashed curve is from re f . 1 9 \ 
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Fig. 14 - Coincident mass distributions of one fission fragment for different incident 
energies of the e< + Au system. Result from p + Au at 1000 MeV are also presented. 
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Jig. 15 - Coincident relative velocity distributions for the aC+ Au induced fission at 
several energies. The arrow indicates the Viola systematic location. 
a) Mass distribution for different velocity selection. Solid line correspond 

to Vff < 2.5 cm/ns and dashed area to Vff > 2.5 cm/ns. 
b) Out of plane angular correlation of fission fragments with the velocity 

conditions as in a). 



This trend in mass and velocity spread out is observed for all the target at 800 
MeV/u as illustrated in f ig. 16. The fact that the cross sections of the low mats 
productions f ig. 16 do not depend strongly on target mass and the flat out-of-plane 
angular correlations suggest that these events result from a multifragmentation process 
which arise when an energy threshold is reached. 

This result is in qualitative agreement with calculations from Gross 1 6 \ predicting 
the probability ratio of the decay of Ur nuclei versus excitation energy in fission, 
fragmentation and vaporisation channels. In our experiment we showed the coexistence 
of some of these decay probabilities and it would be very interesting to go further 
in the study of the evolution of these phenomenon. 
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' a) Coincident fragment mass distributions at 800 MeV/u oUn Au, Ho and Ag targets, 
b) Relative velocity distributions of coincident fragments. 



Around the Fermi energy, ~nomentum transfers induced by heavy ion are largely 

dominated by n-n collisions and the phase space constraints. Hot nuclei have been formed 

up to £ * rJ 3,2_MeV/u using Th target and £ * r* 3.8 MeV/u with Ho target. From the 

trend of the production yield, it seems that the critical excitation energies will be reach 

at around 4 MeV/u (corresponding to a temperature T/^6 MeV). The dilution of the 

central collision bump cannot be due to the 3 MeV/u excitation of the fissionning nucleus 

but probably to entrance channel effects. The mass and velocity distributions of fission 

fragments can be a useful tool to determine the temperature and the configuration 

at which the fission occurs if compared to dynamical calculations. At last, alpha 

projectiles appear to be an efficient tool to forms hot nuclei, \e,o(* Ho at 800 MeV/u 

allow to reach nuclei at£*~/3.6 MeV/u with 50 mb, while Ar + Ho at 44 MeV/u forms 

nuclei at fc?rJ 3.9 MeV/u with 180 mb. 

Fragmentation process induced by alpha particles arise between 250 and 800 MeV/u 

and the energy deposit seems to play an important role to induce this mechanism. Strong 

connections are eppearing in processes induced by heavy ion at Fermi energy and alpha 

particles at relativistic energy showing that when energies deposited are similar, 

phenomena tend to present similarities 1 7) ; indeed strong differences would remain 

such as due to angular momenta, size of projectile, and more generally entrance channel 

effects. 
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